Finding Success with T&S:
Rock Hill High School

Couch said the leaders at Prosper Independent
School District, where Rock Hill High opened its
doors in the fall of 2020, supported the decision to go
with T&S thanks in part to the input from the facility
maintenance team.

A culinary arts center and student-run restaurant.
Concessions for large athletic facilities. A coffee bar.

“The maintenance departments love T&S.
Prosper (ISD) prefers T&S because if there is a
problem, they can find the parts easily and
they’re really easy to change out.”
— Kevin Couch

The new Rock Hill High School in Frisco, Texas, is a
sprawling facility encompassing diverse resources for
a world-class educational experience. And when the

Another important voice in the project also prefers T&S:

design pros at Supreme Fixture Company were asked to

the local fire department.

outfit the campus’ plumbing, they knew exactly where
to turn — T&S Brass.

T&S Safe-T-Link gas hoses are yellow, in keeping with
the ASME A 13.1 color designation for inflammable and
oxidizing material.

“We just prefer T&S. One of the reasons we like
to go with T&S is because we don’t have a lot
of quality problems or service issues. We use
T&S more than any other products, even in our
custom fabricated items.”

“The contractors and fire department love that they’re
bright yellow,” Couch said. “It draws attention to the
fact that there’s a gas line connected.”

— Kevin Couch, General Manager
Supreme Fixture’s Dallas office

The Function
Throughout the school facility, Supreme Fixture selected
T&S products — pre-rinse units, kitchen faucets, service
sink faucets, gas hoses and more.
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And the Posi-Set wheel placement system is becoming
a requirement for many Texas fire departments, he
said. By ensuring gas-fired equipment is returned
to the correct position, Posi-Set protects safety
by reducing strain on the hose or preventing an
appliance getting pushed too close to the hood wall.

The Installation
In addition to the operating benefits, Couch said
T&S supports a smooth and efficient project
right from the start. Shrink-wrap packaging of T&S
products ensures every component is included and
protected during shipment.
“It makes it convenient for our installation crews,” he
said. “Parts tend to walk off or get lost. We just don’t
have those problems with T&S because everything is
shrink-wrapped together. It really means a lot to us in
the field.”
And the wide variety of options to meet any real-world
need is parallel to none, he said.
“If we have a backsplash that turns 45 degrees back
to the wall, T&S has a flange that fits that. Your design
team really thinks through these things in practical
applications.”
Learn more about T&S at tsbrass.com.
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